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Winter is here and after 
the dilly dallying over 
when the heating goes 
on, the time has come 

to think about warming our souls with 
the thoughts of familiar faces. This year’s 
festive break has yet to be signed off by 
government, but here at HOSPA we are 
determined to bring the sector together 
for the essential exchanges of views, 
strategising and networking which comes 
with HOSPACE every year. 

This year, as with everything 2020, it’s 
a little different, but there will be keynote 
speeches, plenary sessions, presentations 
and live panel discussions. There will also 
be networking, with live video chats as 
well as text-based messaging. 

In short, it’s HOSPACE not quite as you 
know it, but the HOSPACE you love. 

And it comes during what promises 
to be one of the harshest winters for the 
sector, one where not all will emerge 
from the other side. The furlough 
scheme which was so effective during 
the summer will, fortunately, be reprised 
until 2 December, when it is hoped that 
the lockdown will be eased, possibly 
returning to more regional restrictions. 

Dame Carolyn Fairbairn, CBI Director-
General, said: “Extending furlough is a 
vital step. It will bring instant relief and 
protect jobs. It’s also a breakthrough to 
hear government support for rapid mass 
testing. Affordable fast tests are a game-
changer for business, enabling more 
firms to stay open and operate normally. 
We must use this lockdown month to 
prepare and roll-out mass testing as a 
matter of national urgency.

“However, some sectors may 
need more tailored support in the 
coming weeks. It’s also clear that 
communication needs to improve. Firms 
can’t plan on the basis of speculation. 
Formal business involvement in 
lockdown planning is now urgently 
needed, matched by coordination with 
devolved nations to minimise confusion 
and build confidence.”

The sector learned a lot from the 
first lockdown and is not taking it lying 
down. There were legal challenges to the 
10pm curfew and hospitality is not willing 
to take the blame for being a super 
spreader - the numbers just don’t back it 
up. The sector’s voice is getting louder: 
add to it at HOSPACE 2020. 
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Here we are again and despite 
the inevitable hardships, I 
know we will continue with 
positivity and hope. And here 

we go again with HOSPACE! HOSPACE 
2020 – one to remember for all the twists 
and turns along the way in the planning. 
We have tried our best to retain as much 
of our regular programme of events as 
we possibly can. We are delighted to be 
broadcasting live from the studio at The 
Royal Lancaster London. We hope all of 
you will join us online for the live event 
on 19th November. The virtual software 
will be open from 18th – 20th November 
inclusive and I look forward to hearing 
how successful the networking has been.

We have been able to deliver 
HOSPACE free of charge to our operator 
members thanks to the generous support 
of our Hospitality Heroes – otherwise 
known as sponsors. Without the 
investment of Keystep, Percipient with 
Sage Intacct, BDO, Infor, Profitroom, Intel 
and BT, plus all the other virtual exhibitors 
you can see listed on page 14 we would 
not have been able to bring you a state of 
the art technological conference. Please 
do take some time to chat online with 
our sponsors. Meetings can be scheduled 
within the online platform.

Thank you all for your support 
with the #SleepoverToHelpTurnover 
campaign too, which has exceeded 

all our expectations with the adoption 
both from hoteliers and the great British 
public. Sadly, many of the offers are 
having to be put on hold as they were 
geared around non work-related travel, 
but we hope to help regenerate demand 
once hotels can open their doors again 
to leisure guests.

By the time many of you are reading 
this we will likely know the decision of 
the American people on their choice of 
President. At the time of writing it looks 
like it’s set to be the Democratic Party led 
by Joe Biden. Although given the ongoing 
controversy, I wonder if there may still be a 
question mark over the result!

All in all though, it’s yet another 

example of the turbulence of 2020. It’s 
so hard to plan for success when we 
simply don’t know what lies ahead. And 
with so much having been turned on its 
head this year, who knows what’s around 
the corner?

For now though, we must continue 
as best we can, with upbeat outlooks, 
keeping the hatches firmly battened 
down and hope that soon we’ll meet 
calm, navigable waters with no clouds on 
the horizon. Until then though, it’s hope 
and positivity that will see us through!

CEO’S MESSAGE

Jane Pendlebury
HOSPA CEO 
jane.pendlebury@hospa.org

I think we all knew, deep down, that the chances were that we would end 
up back in lockdown this quarter. Perhaps we believed our combined 
hope and hard work would avert the inevitable. All the blood, sweat and 
tears that collectively everyone in hospitality has put into ensuring venues 
are squeaky clean and sanitised has not been wasted, but perhaps not 
appreciated and recognised as much as it might have been.

Hospace: a warm 
welcome from  
a distance
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KEYSTEP

Jane and the team are running a 
Hybrid HOSPACE this year and 
we are proud to sponsor the 
event. I felt we needed to put 

something back in as all our customers 
had stuck by us during the lockdown. 
It won’t be the same without the late-
night drinking in the bar, but it will be a 
combination of virtual and the physical 
at the Royal Lancaster hotel with content 
that will be entertaining and informative.

It is now almost seven months 
since COVID-19 was declared a global 
pandemic. As the epidemic was unfolding 
in February 2020, with little information 
about the new coronavirus, scientists 
from across the world offered projections 
of the epidemic and proposed policy 
measures that had one target in 
common: getting through the worst 
phase of the epidemic and flattening the 
curve. What wasn’t so well thought out 
was what would happen once the curve 
had been flattened. If it wasn’t obvious 
before it is now obvious to everyone that 
we are dealing with a long term problem 
that requires long term solutions.

The coronavirus outbreak has 
punished most sectors, but hospitality 
has been one of the worst hit. Hotels 
were already facing fierce competition 
from Airbnb, and a slew of similar 
competitors, who have all made people 
believe that anyone with a spare room 
can offer the facilities of a hotel. 

To survive, hotels need to innovate 
and ride the wave of some pervasive 
trends. In many ways, they must rethink 
their core reason for being, and evolve 
to serve the needs of not only out-of-
town guests, but the local people and 
communities that they operate in. In the 
future, hotels will have to do more than 
draw in visitors and will need to become 

a destination for locals. The name of the 
game, is flexibility. Hoteliers are working 
to create spaces that can evolve with the 
realities of public health as well as with 
the needs and preferences of guests. 

Although times are tough at the 
moment, I honestly believe that when 
we come out of the current restrictions 
the British people will embrace the 
staycation like never before. All you can 
do for the moment is plan for the future. 
Hoteliers can respond to the trend of 
staycations with advance marketing. Re-
market to your customer base for short 
breaks or special occasions and offer 
rewards for recommending a friend – still 
one of the most powerful influencers. 
Stimulate repeat business by extending 
and adapting your offering, so repeat 
customers know they can expect new 
experiences alongside the features they 
already love. Easy to say a lot harder to 
implement in the current climate! Good 
luck to everyone and hopefully we can 
meet up at HOSPACE 2020.

About the Author

Andrew Evans, Chief Executive Officer, 
Keystep Solutions Limited

Andrew is the founder and Chief 
Executive Officer of Keystep Solutions 
Limited, a specialist solution provider of 
Electronic Lock Systems to the hotel and 
leisure sectors. Keystep is a major player 
within the hospitality industry and has an 
enviable client list.

Keystep Solutions are now the market 
leader and innovator in the electronic 
door locking and access control They 
supply most of the hoteliers in the UK 
and beyond

Rallying round
Keystep have been a supporter of HOSPA and BAHA previously for 
more years than I care to remember. Hospitality is like a family and this 
is one thing that has shone through during the crisis. HOSPA have tried 
to support as many people as possible and everyone who works in the 
industry has rallied round to support each other. 
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LEADING LEARNER

Maria Gutierrez Mondragon 
achieved the highest 
overall grade for Level 1 
in Introductory Financial 

Accounting in 2018 when she also 
achieved Learner of the Year for the 
highest grades across all courses. In 2019 
she went on to achieve the highest grades 
at Level 3 for Strategic Management 
Accounting which she completed in 
February 2019. She has since become a 
member of the elite group of Certified 
Associate members of HOSPA and 
because of her studies can now use the 
post nominal AHOSPA (CERT FM).

Maria is Accounts Assistant at the 
Crowne Plaza Hotel, Basingstoke, which 
offers 140 spacious, contemporary 
bedrooms, 8 meeting rooms, state of the 
art Affinity Health & Leisure Club and the 
1449 Restaurant, Bar & Grill.

Maria obtained a degree in Business 
Management and Administration at the 
University of Spain and then moved to 
the UK four years ago looking for a new 
challenge and an experience abroad.

Maria explains:
“I wanted to improve my English 

Language Skills and develop my career in 
finance. My first job in hospitality was as 
room attendant and public area cleaner 
and after one year had the chance to 
move to the accounts department and it 
was then when I joined the course.

With my previous experience in a 
hotel finance role, this new opportunity 
came up as a next step in my career, a 
more independent position dealing with 
both Accounts Payable and Receivable 
and working closely with Head Office in 
the preparation of accounting reports. 

The HOSPA course helped refresh 
some of the knowledge acquired at 
university, helped me with my daily 
tasks incorporating best practices to 

improve efficiency. Also provides a better 
understanding of the hotel as a whole 
and how different areas operate.”

Maria’s plan for the future is to keep 
learning and growing within the industry 
and she hopes to achieve a senior 
management position soon. She has 
recently enrolled with the Chartered 
Institute of Management Accountants to 
continue her studies. 

Graduates of the HOSPA Education 
and Training Programme in Financial 
Management receive exemption from 
two components of the CIMA Certificate 
in Business Accounting - these 
components are:
 • BA2 Fundamentals of Management 

Accounting (after successfully 
completing HOSPA Levels 2 & 3)

 • BA3 Fundamentals of Financial 
Accounting (after successfully 
completing HOSPA Level 1)

The next enrolment date for the HOSPA 
courses in Financial Management, Revenue 
Management and Asset Management 
is March 2021. To register your interest 
contact education@hospa.org

This month we catch up with one of our star learners 
from the HOSPA Financial Management courses.

Celebrating with  
our top learners!

“The HOSPA course 
helped refresh some  
of the knowledge 
acquired at university, 
helped me with my  
daily tasks incorporating 
best practices to  
improve efficiency. 
Also provides a better 
understanding of the 
hotel as a whole and how 
different areas operate.”
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Are you making the most of your guest data to offer  
a seamless user booking journey and support  

online and offline sales?

Simply more bookings. Guaranteed.

Do you fully understand your guest data? Are you reliant on 
managing multiple disconnected spreadsheets, platforms 
and systems at each stage of the user journey? Are your 
guest communications uninspiring and not getting results? 

With Profitroom Booking Engine 360 you can make the most 
of your guest data and create engaging marketing campaigns 
to encourage guest loyalty and repeat bookings.
Designed exclusively for hotels and resorts, Profitroom 
Booking Engine 360 is a conversion-led integrated online bo-
oking engine, guest messaging and offline quoting and sales 
platform, with PMS integration.

What are the Benefits? 

OFFERS & SALES

Ease of use - configuring a stay proposal for a phone or email 
enquiry has never been easier

No overbooking - a single platform for both online and offline 
bookings/quotes

No overselling - limited packages cannot be offered outside 
of applied restrictions

Easier upselling - add extras, unique discount codes, expe-
riences or vouchers to stays with a single click

Automated follow ups - getting the potential guest back into 
the booking cycle after receiving a quote

GUEST COMMUNICATION

Advanced Database segmentation - allows fast and easy 
creation of automated and manual tailoring content to your 
guests preferences and synchronisation with active offers 
and packages

Now, your newsletters, campaigns, and promotional activities 
can visually represent your direct channel and stand out. 

Inspiring pre and post stay email templates are built through 
experience with high conversion in mind.

PERSONALISED AND AUTOMATED GUEST 
RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT

No More Missed Opportunities with a segmented guest 
database with historical trends at your fingertips 

Optimised campaign reporting accurately measuring  
conversion

Automated and unique loyalty with single use promo code 
incentives 

GDPR MARKETING CONSENT COLLECTION

Fully GDPR compliant - designed with hoteliers in mind, so 
you don’t need to worry about consents, our system will 
manage this for you

Automated consent preferencing - can automatically collect 
marketing consents from people booking in your facility, both 
directly and through OTA

Automated synchronisation with booking system - supports 
your online and offline sales.

Want to learn how we can help 
convert more bookings and enhance 
your guest experience?

No set-up fees, no monthly fees and no 
commitment.*

*This offer is only available to new customers for a 
limited time. Free trial period stated in the recovery 
package is for 3-months.

Book a DEMO

Samantha Williams, UK Market Owner
Call: 07900 002080
Email: samantha.williams@profitroom.com
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SCHOLARSHIP

Equally it is important to maintain 
and develop professional 
knowledge to meet the current 
commercial challenges and 

to remain agile in the workplace whilst 
ensuring future career needs are being met.

At HOSPA we are very grateful to the 
Savoy Educational Trust for their continuous 
commitment to careers and professional 
development in the commercial roles within 
the sector. With their support we are 
now able to offer a number of subsidised 
places on our online courses in Revenue 
Management and in Financial Management 
commencing in March 2021. The scholarship 
funding is open to all those based in the 
United Kingdom who are working in the 
hospitality sector and who can demonstrate 
the commitment to developing their careers 
in these disciplines.

Funding is available for up to 50% of the 
course fees with the learner or sponsoring 
company committing to funding the 
remaining 50% which can be paid in three 
equal instalments. To apply for the funding 
please complete the application form at 
www.hospa.org 

The application process closes on the 
11th January and all applicants will be 
notified by the 29th January in readiness 
for enrolment on to the courses at the start 
of March.

Funding is available for all three levels 
of both the Revenue Management and 
Financial Management Programmes with 
each level costing in total £820 + VAT.

HOSPA Financial  
Management Programmes

This programme provides the first step to 
pursuing a career in business and finance 
in the hospitality sector.

The course content is based on best 
practice in the sector and follows the 
guidance and recommendations of the 
Uniform System of Accounts for the 
Lodging Industry (2014 edition). The course 
offers three levels of study and successful 
completion of all three levels leads to 
Certified Associate Membership of HOSPA 
enabling members to use AHOSPA Cert 
(FM) in their business correspondence.

This award confirms that the member 
has the skills and knowledge to manage a 
hospitality finance department. What will 
you study?

The course is studied in 3 levels; each of 
which takes 5 months to complete. 

 • Level 1: Introduction to Financial 
Management

 • Level 2: Operational Management 
Accounting

 • Level 3: Strategic Management 
Accounting

“The third level of the HOSPA course 
included several aspects that I have had 
little exposure of to date in my role. As a 
result, I felt this really assisted in developing 
my base knowledge as well as being able 
to use this theory in the workplace. It has 
led to me requesting additional exposure to 
forecasting and budgeting as well as being 
part of the substantial ROI calculations 
for some large CAPEX projects that are 
ongoing at the property.

Being able to support the theoretical 
text with case studies focusing on industry 
specific examples have really helped to 
benefit me and allowed the application of 
the theory to be more easily understood.”

Simon Leech, Assistant Financial 
Controller at the Sheraton Grand Hotel and 
Spa in Edinburgh

HOSPA Revenue  
Management Programmes
This suite of courses provide more than 
training in Revenue Management - we 
provide the opportunity to learn about 
the different approaches to a particular 
technique and, with your tutors expert 
help, develop your skills to assess what 
techniques will suit your organisation.

 • Provides the practical knowledge and 
understanding required to manage the 
Revenue Management function in a hotel 
or hospitality business

 • All levels are available from Introductory 
through to Strategic

 • The course tutors are revenue 
management experts and are there to 
help you get the most from the course

 • Leads to HOSPA Associate (Cert 
Revenue Management) membership of 
HOSPA on completion of all modules

 • Student members have all the benefits of 
full HOSPA membership including access 
to online journals (including the Journal 
of Revenue and Pricing Managment), 
members meetings and communities

“The HOSPA course allowed me to 
gain additional knowledge about Total 
Revenue Management, while using different 
assignments to apply theoretical knowledge 
to my current set of properties. It also 
provided access to an impressive set of 
learning resources.”

Antonio Sans, Revenue Manager with 
STAY Properties
For more information about the HOSPA 
professional education programmes 
available please visit https://www.hospa.
org/finance-revenue-programmes or email 
us on education@hospa.org

During these extremely challenging times for the hospitality industry, 
the team at HOSPA are very much aware that maintaining investment in 
our own professional development is difficult, particularly in the current 
economic environment. 

Announcing the HOSPA 
Scholarship Scheme
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What considerations 
should be factored in 
when choosing your next 
communications strategy?

Every strategy is going to be affected 
by Covid for the foreseeable. The ability 
to be flexible both technically and 
commercially, changing quickly to adapt 
to new circumstances is one of the real 
benefits of cloud solutions. Later on, 
I discuss services like EVA, which can 
help with efficiency, the beauty of cloud 
solutions is you can add and remove 

services and scale up/down easier than if 
you have a box in the basement. 

Covid 19 has created 
challenges for our industry, 
what creative ways can 
people use technology to 
overcome obstacles?

We are lucky to have amazing people 
in the hospitality industry who pull 
together for the cause. When Covid 
kicked in, we pulled together experts 
to see where we could help. Looking at 
innovations we could bring forward and 
commercial offers we could launch. Our 
team has released solutions like EVA, our 
AI machine learning agent, EV Connect 
enabling legacy PBX to benefit from SIP 
trunks. Adding a layer of free service 
including, buy now pay later, has enabled 
us to have great solutions with good 
uptake in both Europe and North America.

In 2025 traditional 
telephony will be turned off 
in the UK meaning people 
will need to transition 
to newer services, what 
options are available?

Moving to SIP on an existing PBX is 
something hotels should be doing. It’s 
cheaper, therefore, we would suggest 
considering your options. Our Covid relief 
program included free months, free calls, 

and additional benefits. For those who are 
not ready to make the move to full cloud 
PBX, because their current on-premise 
solution isn’t so old, EV Connect brings 
key benefits, such as EVA to an existing 
PBX when utilising our SIP trunks. My key 
message would be there are benefits and 
cost savings to be made.

With reduced head count in 
the hospitality industry do 
you see a big role for AI and 
automation 

We are seeing this across the countries we 
serve, with 40%-60% reductions. We are 
also seeing hotels at full capacity which is 
positive. EVA is an AI-powered machine 
learning agent, it speaks 50 languages, links 
hotel systems, and deals with enquiries, it 
can reduce the need for calls by 50%+. The 
savings are clear and the ability of EVA to 
answer guest questions, raise tickets, deal 
with WiFi faults, take orders and payments, 
enables EVA to cover tasks taking the load 
away from the front desk.

FOURTEEN IP

Innovative ways to 
cut costs & Improve 
efficiency
Across a challenging landscape Neil Tolley, CEO of 
Fourteen IP, shares insight into the impact Covid 19 
has had and how to get the most from technology.

When Covid kicked in, we 
pulled together experts to 
see where we could help. 
Looking at innovations, 
we could bring forward 
and commercial offers we 
could launch.
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FREE access for HOSPA members

Log-in and access the Members’ Portal and select EBSCO

With full text coverage of thousands of business magazines, journals, trade publications, 
newspapers & newswires, SWOT analysis, market research reports, country economic 
reports, and company profiles, BSC+ serves your day-to-day business research needs.

Business Magazines   |   Business Journals   |   Newspapers, Newsfeeds and Wires 
Competitive Intelligence   |   SWOT Analyses   |   Trade Publications   |   Market Research Reports 

Company Information   |   Industry Reports   |   Country Economic Reports

The Most Comprehensive  
Collection of Premium Business  

Information from Leading Publishers

™

Online Tutorials Available at:
https://help.ebsco.com/interfaces/EBSCO_Guides/General_Product_FAQs/tutorials_on_EBSCO_interfaces
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Using Amadeus Demand360® 
forward-looking and historic 
data, we’re analysing what’s 
happened since restrictions 

eased and where do hoteliers go from here. 

Hotel bookings continue  
to return faster than  
flight bookings 

As expected, domestic tourism is leading 
the majority of current business in the 
U.K. and Ireland. Since restrictions eased 
in May, hotel bookings returned faster 
than flight bookings, and continue to 
do so. With second and third waves 
occurring across Europe and globally, 
we can expect this to be the trend for 
the coming months. As a hotelier, keep 
creating marketing strategies that target 
your local market, reiterating health 
and safety measures you’re taking to 
ease guest concerns. However, if you 
have a property in London, you may 
want to expand targeted messages to 
neighbouring markets. Almost half of 
scheduled flights for London in October 
and November are expected from Spain, 
Italy and Germany. 

More than half of bookings 
are made within the same 
week of travel 
On average, 50% of bookings are 
currently made in the 0-7-day window. 

For some cities, as of the first week of 
October, this percentage increases, with 
62% of bookings in Birmingham and 
57% in the East Midlands made during 
that window. In comparison, only around 
30% of bookings were made within 

How far have we 
come and what’s 
on the horizon? 
As different parts of the U.K. and Ireland grapple with 
varied levels of restrictions and lockdowns, what impact 
does this have on current hotel booking trends?

AMADEUS

UK - Lead time trends (trailing 4 weeks)
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As expected, domestic 
tourism is leading the 
majority of current 
business in the UK  
and Ireland. 
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Study with us on our flexible online programmes in 
Hospitality Finance

The HOSPA Financial Management and Accounting programme is the only 
online course of its kind providing finance managers in hotels, restaurants 
and leisure with an industry specific in-depth programme of study.

The course is focused on the requirements of the sector combining best 
practice from the Uniform System of Accounts for the Lodging Industry with 
statutory accounting. Studying with us:

 Is very easy - all the materials are online and you receive expert tutor support

 Develops the skills and knowledge to manage a hospitality finance department

 Gives exemption from the CIMA Certificate in Business Accounting, Papers 1 & 2

 Leads to HOSPA Associate (Cert Finance) membership of HOSPA on completion

 Is convenient and relevant to your career in hospitality finance

 Costs just £820 + VAT per stage

All courses are  
endorsed by the  

Institute of Hospitality. 

Enrolling now for March 2021, to learn more contact us at education@hospa.org
+44 (0)1202 889430  |   www.hospa.org

STILL 

ENROLLIN
G

this timeframe in 2019. As a hotel, it’s 
important to think of ways you can attract 
customers with last minute bookings, 
without dropping rates. Channel mix plays 
an important role here. Bookings from 
OTAs remain higher than 2019, so think 
about how you can create last-minute 
offers that drive traffic to your website.

Travellers are opting 
for smaller cities and 
countryside destinations 

Throughout the summer months, 
as everyone sought to escape the 
daily routine, occupancy in seaside 
destinations was on the up. During the 
autumn months, travellers continue to 
book smaller cities and rural destinations. 
Throughout September, Newcastle, 
Belfast and the East Midlands each had 
occupancy of around and above 40%. 
Though this number drops as we look 
into October, remember that around 
half of bookings are currently made 

last minute. If you have properties in 
these areas, keep a close eye to see 
if this trend continues. For those with 
properties in larger cities such as London 

and Birmingham, consider how you can 
attract demand through capitalising on 
trends such as working from home and 
the need for remote offices.

Uk -Channel Mix (trailing 4 weeks)
Current Year Booking Channel Mix  
(trailing 4 weeks)
Market: United Kingdom

Brand.com
24.2%

Direct
22.7%

CRS  3.8%

GDS
6.5%

OTA
42.3%

Other

Last Year Booking Channel Mix  
(trailing 4 weeks)
Market: United Kingdom

Brand.com
23.5%

CRS  4.6%

Direct 
28.5%

GDS 
14.1%

OTA 
29.2%

AMADEUS

https://www.hospa.org/financial-management-programmes
https://www.hospalearning.org/
https://www.hospa.org/financial-management-programmes
https://www.hospa.org/financial-management-programmes
https://www.hospa.org/enrolment-form
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HOSPACE PROGRAMME

10:00
Conference Opening 
Harry Murray | Jane Pendlebury | Sally Beck

10:15

Finance overview for hospitality businesses 
Robert Barnard | Mark Edwards

Hospitality Results Q3 
Michael Grove in conversation with Jane Pendlebury

Trends in hotel finance 
Chris Stock

Finance discussion and Q&A 
Mark Edwards | Bob Silk | Diana Mountain

11:10

Technology update

Guest contact in a socially distanced world 
Ricky Kapoor

Technology discussion and Q&A 
Andrew Evans | Andrew Evers | Jane Pendlebury

11:30
Kate Nicholls - UKHospitality - The Interview 
Mark Lewis | Kate Nicholls

11:50
Collaborative Working - The key to success  
Discussion and Q&A 
Steve Lowy | Liz Callaghan | Kirsty Beasley | Michael Heyward

Lunch break | Workshops | Networking 
12:15pm Criton & For-sight and IDeaS 1:00pm

13:45 Welcome back | Quick summary

13:50
Core Technology - Can it be implemented during lockdown? 
Calum McIndoe in conversation with Jane Pendlebury

13:55
The Internet Of Things in hospitality 
Shoshanna Davis

14:05

An overview of the employee landscape - with full legal update 
Carolyn Brown

Empowering employees and encouraging flexibility 
Sally Beck | Joanne Taylor Stagg | Tom Finn | Michael Heyward

14:50
Professional Development from HOSPA

Revenue, Finance and Asset Management 
Debra Adams | Michael Heyward | William Gibbs | Chris Cowls

15:10
Understanding our guests’ behaviour to maximise opportunity

Discussion and Q&A 
Rob Payne | Jane Pendlebury | David Pryde

15:45
Summary & Close 
Jane Pendlebury | Chris Upton

  #HybridHOSPACE  |  www.hospa.org

Please note the event will be open for THREE days, Wednesday 18th - Friday 20th inclusive, with the opportunity  
for delegates to familiarise themselves with the software, to meet with sponsors and to view additional content.

IDEAS  |  PEOPLE  |  TRUST
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PLATINUM EVENT SPONSORS

Percipient
Percipient is a leading supplier of  
cloud-based finance solutions for the 
hospitality sector.

Supporting complex reporting 
structures and simplifying processes across 
multiple sites, companies, and business 
groups, our Sage accounting systems 
are specially configured by us using the 
Uniform System of Accounts for the 
Lodging Industry, ensuring compliance to 
both industry and international legislation.

Designed with future integrations in 
mind, our systems offer a robust and 
configurable finance solution that doesn’t 

tie your business to a one suite fits all tool. 
The cloud-based nature of our systems 
means they are extremely scalable, 
expanding alongside your business to 
support growth, and provide the flexibility 
required to deal with the inevitable 
demand peaks and troughs that are 
commonplace across the industry.

Sage’s world-class technology, paired 
with our proven experience, flexible 
delivery model and structured payment 
plans, will unlock the power of data for 
your business in a timeframe that quickly 
delivers ROI.

Keystep
We provide our customers with the most 
advanced electronic locking systems in 
the UK and Europe. Keystep Solutions 
specialise in electronic RFID locks for the 
hotel, leisure and student accommodation 
industries, that add convenience, safety 
and peace of mind for you and your 
customers. Complementing our range of 
RFID locks is our flexible, easy-to-use lock 
management software. Control all your 

locks and access points from a single 
desktop application. All our locks come 
with Mobile Key ready and pass all the 
UK and European fire regulations.

Your electronic keycard locks can  
be fitted and commissioned by our  
team of experienced installation 
engineers whether your project is a  
re-fit or new build.

BT

BT is the leading provider of Wi-
fi delivering a high quality, trusted, 
innovative service. That’s why we lead 
the way in Guest Wi-fi. Guests expect 
fast, secure Wi-fi and partners require 
hassle free, reliable, cost effective Wi-fi 
that can deliver value to their business. 

We project manage the installation 
of the network, kit and internet 

connection, making sure there’s no 
disruption to your hotels. We pro-
actively manage the network from our 
UK based NOC and Helpdesk. 

Our data analytics gives insight  
to guest behaviour to provide added 
value and we offer a team to support 
you in-life, specifically tailored to  
your business.

WELCOME SPONSORSHIP

THE OVERVIEW | NOVEMBER 2020  13

OUR HOSPITALITY HEROES EVENT SPONSORS

Please schedule your meetings with sponsors within the online platform

WELCOME SPONSORSHIP
Please schedule your meetings with sponsors within the online platform
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GOLD EVENT SPONSORS

  #HybridHOSPACE  |  www.hospa.org

Infor
To meet the challenges of a constantly 
evolving hospitality space, you need a 
technology partner who understands 
the industry and can deliver innovative 
solutions to meet these challenges. 
As one of only two global providers 
of industry-specific software in the 
Hospitality industry, Infor is that proven 
partner and that is why 20,000+ 
hotel companies worldwide trust Infor 

Hospitality solutions and award-winning 
customer support services to help them 
tackle today’s challenges, but also 
capture tomorrow’s opportunities.

 Our cloud native suite of solutions 
for hotels includes PMS, RMS and 
a full range of scalable operational 
and financial applications – The hotel 
software company.

IDEAS  |  PEOPLE  |  TRUST

BDO
BDO’s hotel industry experience goes 
back nearly a century. Today, we are 
at the forefront of the field, working 
with the industry’s market leaders. Our 
experienced and passionate partners 
and staff find and help implement 
actionable insights that make a 
difference to our clients’ businesses. 

We take the time to understand the 
business and people behind the numbers 
so that we can use our expertise to 

maximum effect.
The expertise of our specialist 

accountancy team ranges from the 
annual requirement for audits, financial 
statements and tax compliance to  
more specialist advisory work. We  
also help our clients with taxation 
planning and structuring, international 
operations, VAT and employment 
taxes, business valuations and other 
transactional support.

Profitroom
Profitroom is a leading provider of hotel 
marketing services that seeks to drive 
revenue and increase profits for leisure 
hotels and resorts around the world.

From delivering innovative SaaS 
solutions to marketing and consultancy 
services, Profitroom’s central aim since 
its launch in 2008 has been to support 
hoteliers in improving their revenues. Via 
its award-winning offering, Profitroom’s 

effective, targeted communications 
formulates key messaging in a way 
that obtains optimal results. A keen 
understanding of both the needs of 
the hotelier and the desires of the 
guest, has served to put Profitroom at 
the forefront of the industry, having 
cultivated expertise through longstanding 
relationships with hundreds of hotel 
industry experts and operators.

Intel
Intel makes possible the most amazing 
experiences of the future, and we 
are excited to be a Gold sponsor of 
HOSPACE 2020.

You may know us for our processors 
in PC’s. But we do so much more. 
The explosion of devices and data 
in our new era has led to several 
technology inflections—AI, 5G network 
transformation, and the rise of the 
intelligent edge/IoT—that, together, 

will shape the future of technology 
and hospitality. Silicon and software 
are at the core of these inflections, 
and Intel is at the centre of it all. We 
are a technology leader focused on 
unleashing the potential of data to 
unlock value for people, business and 
society on a global scale. We create 
world-changing technology that 
enriches the lives of every person  
on earth.

OUR HOSPITALITY HEROES EVENT SPONSORS

Please schedule your meetings with sponsors within the online platform
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EXHIBITORS

 

Fourteen IP

Fourteen IP is the leading global  
provider of Cloud Communications  
for the Hospitality industry, providing  
our Cloud PBX, SIP trunks, EVA our AI agent 
for hotels. It is our job to make hospitality 
communications simple and effective. We 
have many Covid support offers, to help 
hotels reduce costs and increase efficiency. 

 

Fourth

Fourth provides end-to-end, technology 
and services to the hospitality industry. Their 
procurement, inventory, and workforce 
management solutions, coupled with the 
industry’s most complete data and analytics 
suite, give operators the actionable insights 
they need to control costs, scale profitability, 
improve employee engagement, and 
maintain compliance. Since its merger with 
US-based HotSchedules, Fourth serves 
more than 7,000 customers across 120,000 
locations globally. 

 

Critique

The critiQuie cloud-based Engagement & 
Insight Platform allows you to encompass 
insight across your whole business – 
maximising engagement with customers 
through their entire journey,ensuring staff 
engagement and their wellbeing - so that 
you can make the best business decisions 
and future proof your success.

 

Aruba

Aruba, a Hewlett Packard Enterprise 
company, is the global leader in secure, 
intelligent edge-to-cloud networking 
solutions with the industry’s first AI-
powered platform designed to unify, 
automate and protect the Edge, where 
the most dynamic customer experiences 
happen. Our mission is to deliver 
innovative solutions that harness data 
at the Edge to drive powerful business 
outcomes. Aruba partners with hospitality 
organizations to enable frictionless and 
highly engaged guest, staff and workplace 
experiences that will drive recovery, 
loyalty and revenue.

 

Sky
Sky Business is the business-to-business 
division of Sky, providing a wide variety 
of commercial premises across the UK 
and ROI, by connecting and entertaining 
millions of people every day – from 
unmissable live sport, unrivalled 
entertainment and breaking news, to the 
best drama and comedy, documentaries 
and films.

 

PXP Financial
In 2020, commerce has evolved  
more rapidly than in the last 10 years. 
We are here to help you keep up with 
the changes and adjust to the new 
trends, supporting the hospitality  
sector – by delivering real value 
through secure payments.

 

RSM

RSM is a leading provider of audit, tax 
and consulting services to middle-market 
businesses globally. In the UK, we have 
350 partners in 36 locations who are able 
to assist with your needs at a local level. 
Internationally, our clients benefit from 
3750 partners in 120 countries across 
the RSM network. We act for well-known 
international hotel brands, family-run 
boutiques, serviced apartments, and 
holiday parks.

HMA

The Hotel Marketing Association is the only 
dedicated body for hotel marketers in the 
UK. Providing support and inspiration for 
hotel marketers and the wider industry 
seeking guidance and insight for their 
business and career. We also celebrate 
the success of individuals and hotels who 
demonstrate outstanding marketing ability 
through the HMA awards every year.

 

ASAP
ASAP is a not-for-profit membership 
organisation representing professional 
serviced accommodation providers in 
25 countries. Our vision is to ensure that 
accredited, serviced accommodation is 
globally understood, trusted, and chosen. 
Our members and collaborative partners 
strongly believe that the high standards 
offered by safe, secure, accredited 
accommodation is key to building the 
trust and confidence necessary for guests 
to have peace of mind when travelling.

  #HybridHOSPACE  |  www.hospa.org

EXHIBITORS
Please schedule your meetings with sponsors within the online platform
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Right Revenue
We do the ‘smarts’ to let you do the 
strategy! Built by Revenue Managers, we 
understand exactly what you need each 
day to do your job. Providing accurate 
forecasting; smart rate recommendations; 
and great reporting in one simple 
dashboard - all the information you need 
to make smart rate decisions.

 

FM Recruitment

Experts in senior-level hospitality finance 
recruitment. FM Recruitment specialises in 
accounting and financial management in 
the hotel and leisure sector. 

Our experienced team have been in 
the business for over 20 years, meaning 
that we have our finger on the pulse of 
accounting and financial management 
people right across the industry and in all 
key locations. We have a reputation for 
delivering for our clients. If you’re seeking 
a new challenge, or you are looking to find 
great talent for your business, please do 
get in touch.

 

Avenue 9
Avenue 9 Solutions are complete service, 
hospitality IT experts. Our newest product, 
Avenue 9 Analytics, allows analysts, 
owners and asset managers to measure 
and compare performance of business 
drivers across different hotels, brands, 
segments and star ratings, regardless of 
business applications used, geographic 
location or local currency.

Agilysys
At Agilysys, Hospitality is all we do. 
All of our resources are focused on 
enhancing products and adding new 
solutions– just for hospitality. We offer 
over 35 modern solutions for cloud-native 
SaaS and on-premise environments to 
manage everything, from point-of-sale to 
property management and all points of 
guest engagement.

 

Alliants
Introducing the Alliants Contactless Guest 
Experience Platform helping hoteliers 
maximise revenue, increase guest 
satisfaction and control costs. Combining 
Mobile Check In/Out, Mobile Key, Messaging, 
Concierge and powerful automation to 
deliver exceptional guest experiences while 
reducing physical touchpoints. With the 
option of Occupancy Based pricing to give 
you the most flexibility and keep control of 
costs. A property can be up and running 
in less than 2 days and all training and 
installation can be done remotely.

  

Criton
Criton is an award-winning guest 
engagement and integrations platform which 
simplifies digital transformation, enabling 
hoteliers to deliver the perfect digital guest 
journey and maximise in-stay spend. With 
Criton, hotels and serviced apartment 
operators can digitise the guest experience 
and wrap all guest-facing technology into a 
sophisticated, custom branded app.

 

Edwards and Finn
Edwards & Finn is focused on the 
recruitment and development of the 
commercial leaders of the future within 
the UK and Internationally. 

Our clients consist of the largest  
hotel brands in the world, smaller 
hospitality groups, hotel/asset 
management companies, holiday 
businesses, long-stay apartments and 
prestigious single properties.

As part of our support for the 
hospitality industry, we create tailored 
development plans and workshops with 
the top universities and institutes in the 
world to ensure their students secure 
their desired first job. 

We also provide bespoke specialist 
workshops to our clients to enhance 
their teams wider soft skills to enable 
them to work more effectively with their 
stakeholders.

Our aim is to step away from the 
conventional transactional way of 
recruitment and focus on building strong 
long-lasting relationships with our clients  
and candidates.

 

Amadeus
Drive profitable demand, deliver 
memorable guest experiences, and 
improve operational efficiencies with 
hospitality solutions from Amadeus. 
Amadeus connects supply and  
demand to deliver insights, demand  
and efficiency for you. 

No matter your size, our suite of 
solutions has something to suit every 
need. We’ve been shaping travel for 
over 30 years, and we’re proud that 
over 52,000 brands, management 
companies, independents - and  
beyond - have chosen us as their 
technology partner.

EXHIBITORS
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EXHIBITORS
Please schedule your meetings with sponsors within the online platform
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WORKSHOPS

WORKSHOPS

 

IDeaS
New Innovation Driving  
Operational Efficiencies

Starting 1:00pm

Join IDeaS who will be exploring how 
new innovations in technology can 
further target the renewed focus 
on operational efficiencies in our 
industry, brought into even sharper 
focus in the current climate. We will 
share our thoughts on collectively 
enhancing our ability and agility to 
detect broader trends and spotting 
outliers in hotel performance, to help 
achieve revenue and profit goals for 
the year ahead. Taking inspiration 
from an unlikely source, we will be 
taking a closer look at the pains in 
our sector and how the challenges 
with budgeting and effective 
planning can be best addressed in 
today’s new environment.

Speakers:
Rachel Stanley, Principal Pre/Post-
Sales Systems Engineer, IDeaS 
Neil Corr, Senior Sales Specialist – 
Emerging Innovations, IDeaS

 

Crave
Crave Interactive are experts in creating 
outstanding digital service solutions for 
hospitality businesses worldwide. From 
hotels and restaurants to bars, sports 
venues, and festivals, our solutions 
range from intelligent mobile order and 
pay to multi-service hotel solutions. 

With over 800 million customer 
interactions per year, our Cloud-based 
platform is proven and reliable. We 
use data intelligence together with our 
experience of digital menus to improve 
your sales and margins. 
Contact-free solutions by Crave: provide 
better services, more efficiently with 
superior end-user experiences. 

 

Tierneys
Celebrating 28 years in Business 
 and with a growing staff base of 48, 
Tierney’s specialise in providing IT 
systems and solutions dedicated to  
the Hospitality Industry.
Tierney’s provide a trusted and reputable 
range of IT Solutions, Support and 
Consultancy Services to the International 
Hotel, Restaurant and Leisure Industry 
across the UK and Ireland, we understand 
the issues hotels and restaurant owners 
have in IT and we provide the best solu-
tions, expert knowledge and the most up 
to date technology for these businesses 
to operate 24/7.
Our extensive list of clients includes 
International Hotel Groups, privately 
owned and run hotel properties, 
independent restaurants/ bars and 
franchise operators.
Our company ethos of integrity and our 
hardworking team of highly qualified 
and trusted skills will guarantee your IT 
systems are in the best of hands.

EXHIBITORS

For more details on the workshops visit:  
www.hospace.org/programme
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Criton & For-sight

The Future of Guest 
Communications:  
The Omni Channel Approach

Starting 12:15pm

In a world that is constantly 
changing due to new rules and 
restrictions, the need for hoteliers 
to quickly adapt and respond to 
different circumstances is crucial. 
Join Julie Grieve, Founder & CEO 
of Criton, and Allan Nelson, CEO & 
Co-Founder of For-Sight, as they 
discuss how hoteliers can effectively 
deliver targeted and relevant 
communications in a contactless 
world with a personalised omni-
channel approach.

Speakers: 
Julie Grieve, CEO, Criton
Allan Nelson, CEO of For-Sight

Please schedule your meetings with sponsors within the online platform
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Hotels in England were  
awaiting clarification on 
whether they would be able 
to access government support 

during lockdown.
Hotels will be able to open under 

restricted conditions which, it was feared, 
would mean they would be unable to 
apply for grants offered to premises 
forced to close.

UKHospitality CEO Kate Nicholls said: 
“For accommodation providers, people 
may stay overnight for work purposes 
where it is not reasonably possible 
to work from home - there is no legal 
definition of work, it is not restricted to 
key workers and the onus is on individual 
not the business. So hotels just need to 
ask and remind customers.

“Hotels can also remain open to 
accommodate those unable to return  
to their main residences, those 
self isolating, those for whom the 
accommodation is their main residence, 
people attending a funeral or moving 
house or vulnerable people.”

Business premises forced to close in 
England were to receive grants worth 
up to £3,000 per month under the Local 
Restrictions Support Grant. Also, £1.1bn 
was being given to Local Authorities, 
distributed on the basis of £20 per head, 
for one-off payments to enable them 
to support businesses more broadly. It 
was hoped that hotels would be access 
at least one of the two schemes, with a 
further government update awaited.

Additional support saw the Furlough 
scheme extended until December, with 
employees receiving 80% of their current 
salary for hours not worked, up to a 
maximum of £2,500. The deadline to 
apply for government-backed loans was 
extended to 31 January.

Nicholls added: “The costs to 

hospitality businesses of a second 
lockdown will be even heavier than the 
first, coming after periods of forced 
closure, the accumulation of mass debt 
and then significantly lower trading due 
to the restrictions of recent weeks. The 
sector was hit hardest and first, and this 
recent shutdown will hurt for months and 
years to come. The extension of furlough 
for a further month does help to protect 
our workforce during this difficult time.

“If hospitality, the sector that is our 
country’s third largest employer, is to 
survive and help drive economic recovery, 
it will need equivalent – or more – support 
than that of the first lockdown.”

UKinbound has called for the creation 
of an ‘Inbound Tourism Resilience Fund’ 

to help businesses wholly reliant on 
international visitors to survive until the 
return of the market in Spring 2021, 
after VisitBritain reported a 76% fall in 
international travellers through 2020.

Joss Croft, CEO, UKinbound, said: 
“The UK economy is losing £457m each 
week as a result of the fall in international 
visitor numbers, which highlights how a 
failure to support this industry will hold 
back our national economic recovery. 
Since March, we have seen the number 
of international visitors fall off a cliff, with 
the government’s delays on testing and a 
blunt quarantine policy halting a summer 
recovery and costing businesses millions 
in lost revenue.

“It is essential that the government 
provide targeted support to the UK’s 
200-plus inbound tour operators and 
DMCs who have been left in the cold by 
existing government support schemes 
leaving many facing an uncertain future. 
These businesses will be vital to bringing 
back international visitors to the UK 
and to ensuring that tourism in the UK 
can make its vital contribution to our 
economic recovery from the pandemic.

“Without this support, we risk pushing 
international visitors to other European 
destinations once international travel 
restarts, causing irrevocable damage to 
the communities and regions who rely 
on tourism and leaving the government’s 
Global Britain ambitions in tatters.”

There have been further calls for 
the government to extend the current 
business rates holiday for retail, leisure 
and hospitality businesses, from London 
Mayor Sadiq Khan.

In a joint letter with the Chair of 
London Councils, Khan said such a move 
would provide a “lifeline” to businesses 
in London that had been hit following the 
collapse in tourism.

The hotel sector is waiting for the word from government 
on how much support it can access, says Katherine Doggrell 

Clarity needed  
during lockdown

The UK economy is 
losing £457m each 
week as a result of 
the fall in international 
visitor numbers, which 
highlights how a 
failure to support this 
industry will hold back 
our national economic 
recovery. Since March, 
we have seen the 
number of international 
visitors fall off a cliff, 
with the government’s 
delays on testing and 
a blunt quarantine 
policy halting a summer 
recovery and costing 
businesses millions in 
lost revenue.

PANDEMIC
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CGA

Licensed premises 
down on March levels 
as openings stall 

The exclusive report shows the 
scale of the pandemic’s impact 
on the country’s on-trade. It 
also highlights its vulnerability 

ahead of major new restrictions on 
trading in Scotland - where 8,000 
licensed premises are subject to closures 
and severe new limits on trading. Similar 
measures are expected to be announced 
by the Government for many areas of 
northern England.

One area expected to fall under these 
new restrictions, the North East, is the 
UK region with the highest percentage of 
pubs, bars and restaurants trading again, 
according to the report. The region is 
nearest to pre-pandemic capacity with 
83.8% of sites now reopened.

The Market Recovery Monitor shows 
that just over 90,000 premises around 
Britain were trading by the end of 
September—a net increase of nearly 
4,000 sites in a month. But the figure 
is sharply down on the 15,500 sites 
that opened during August, when 
rising consumer spending and the 
popularity of the government’s Eat 
Out to Help Out scheme incentivised 
many operators to return. Openings 
slowed in September after business and 
consumer confidence was dented by 
new trading restrictions. The current 
trading total compares to around 
115,000 licensed premises recorded by 
CGA in March.

The Market Recovery Monitor shows 
that pubs have been much quicker to 
reopen than restaurants, and more 

than nine in ten are now back trading. 
But with ongoing measures including 
distancing and curfew requirements 
making conditions much tougher for 
late-night operators, fewer than three 
quarters (73.2%) of all known bars and 
barely half (56.2%) of nightclubs are 
trading. The sports and social club 
sector (63.0%) has also been severely 

affected by limits on socialising.
In the restaurant sector, nearly nine 

in ten (87.3%) casual dining venues 
are now open. But with many leading 
brands announcing CVAs or closure 
programmes, there are now 1,200 fewer 
sites than there were in March.

The report also emphasises 
significant challenges to independent 

Britain now has nearly 25,000 fewer licensed premises open than before 
the COVID-19 lockdown, the latest Market Recovery Monitor from CGA 
and AlixPartners reveals.
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operators and the London market. 
Fewer than three quarters (73.3%) 
of independent businesses have 
returned, compared to nine in ten 
(91.7%) managed sites, and there 
are now 21,000 fewer independents 
trading than before the pandemic hit 
in March. In London, three quarters 
(75.6%) of all sites are open, well 
down on other major cities including 
Manchester (83.6%), Liverpool (85.6%) 
and Edinburgh (82.3%).

“Britain now has around 25,000 fewer 
licensed premises than it did before 
the pandemic, and the big question is 
how much of that shortfall will ever be 
recovered,” said Karl Chessell, business 
unit director for food and retail at CGA.

“While there are encouraging signs 
in some parts of the market, it is clear 
that capacity is closely following the 
pattern of suppressed consumer 
demand. August was a strong month 
of recovery for hospitality in both site 
numbers and trading, but these figures 

show that momentum has stalled. Very 
damaging new restrictions in Scotland 
and areas of England will undoubtedly 
weaken the market further, and sustained 
government support is urgently needed 

if the industry is to protect sites and jobs 
over the autumn.”

AlixPartners managing director 
Graeme Smith said: “Companies and 
their investors are deeply concerned 
about the spectre of new restrictions, 
such as those introduced in parts of 
Scotland and those expected to follow 
in the north of England. Cash remains 
king and operators will continue to 
seek ways to preserve as much as they 
can, but there is a significant risk that 
without increased government support 
in affected areas, businesses will not be 
able to survive further lockdowns. The 
sector is steeling itself for tough times 
ahead as we head into the autumn and 
winter months.

“Those that have taken on additional 
debt to survive this crisis will have a 
focus on how quickly profits can recover 
in order to pay this back and recover 
shareholder value. Of course, there is pain 
to come but the net result could be a set 
of leaner and more agile companies.”

CGA

While there are 
encouraging signs 
in some parts of the 
market, it is clear that 
capacity is closely 
following the pattern of 
suppressed consumer 
demand. August was 
a strong month of 
recovery for hospitality 
in both site numbers 
and trading, but these 
figures show that 
momentum has stalled.

Learn more about Revenue Management with HOSPA

This modular programme is delivered online and provides an opportunity 
to study in-depth the revenue management strategies and techniques 
applicable to the hospitality sector. You will benefit from:

 Expert online tuition and guidance from leading practitioners

 Up-to-date web based course materials 

 Free subscription to the online Journal of Revenue and Pricing Management

 A convenient way to study

 Relevant and practical work based learning

 HOSPA Associate (Cert Revenue Management) membership on completion 
of the full programme

 Fees from only £820 + VAT per level of study

All courses are  
endorsed by the  

Institute of Hospitality. 

Enrolling now for March 2021, to learn more contact us at education@hospa.org

+44 (0)1202 889430   |   www.hospa.org

STILL 

ENROLLING

https://www.hospa.org/revenue-management-programmes
https://www.hospalearning.org/
https://www.hospa.org/membersportal
https://www.hospa.org/hospa-membership
https://www.hospa.org/enrolment-form
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Sales setbacks  
in September

With 88% of group-owned 
sites reopened, up from 
85% in August, total 
sales across across the 

whole managed sector were nevertheless 
20.3% down on the same month last 
year, compared to being down just 12.2% 
in August. Like-for-like sales in those 
businesses trading were 14.7% below 
September 2019, having been flat in August.

Drink-led pubs suffered the most, 
with total sales down 22.7% and like-for-
likes down 21.1% on September last year. 
Restaurant groups performed better, helped 
by the cut in VAT on food and delivery sales, 
with total sales down 19.6%, but like-for-likes 
just 6.7% below September 2019, helped 
by the fact that only 72% of group-owned 
restaurant sites were open and trading 
during the month. In contrast almost all 
(96%) of the country’s managed pubs, food-
led and drink-led, had reopened.

“September figures show the massive 
importance of the Eat Out to Help Out 
initiative had on both sales and consumers’ 
willingness to go out during August. They 
also demonstrate how far the market needs 
to go to recover to pre-COVID levels – with 
the new catalogue of restrictions biting 
nationally and locally making that task even 
tougher,” said Karl Chessell, director of 
CGA, the business insight consultancy that 
produces the Tracker, in partnership with 
The Coffer Group and RSM.

Delivery accounted for 10.4% of sales 
among restaurant groups in the Tracker 
cohort in September, up from 8.8% in 
August and the pre-lockdown level of 5.9% 
in February.

Regionally, London still struggled during 
September, with many office workers, 
commuters, tourists and international 

business travellers still staying away. Total 
sales across managed pubs, bars and 
restaurants inside the M25 were down a 
hefty 32.1% on September last year, with 
collective like-for-like sales in those sites 
open down 24.2%. In contrast, outside the 
M25 the market saw like-for-like sales down 
12.3% and total sales down 16.7%.

Like restaurants, food-led pubs and pub 
restaurants did better than drink-driven 
businesses with collective like-for-likes down 
10.9% on last September and total sales 
down 11.9%. For managed pub groups as a 
whole, total sales were down 17.7% and like-
for-likes down 16.4%.

Bar groups, which had 79% of their sites 
trading, had the worst of the month, with 
like-for-like sales down 37.1% and total sales 
down 42.7%.

“While food sales will become an 
increasingly important in keeping the 
managed sector afloat, with table-service 
and the 10pm curfew in force across 
England and tougher restrictions in other 
parts of Britain, the situation is looking 
increasingly challenging for drink-focussed 
operations – and in September all parts 
of the market were in negative territory. 
Across the managed pub market as a whole, 
food sales were down 9% over the month, 
while drink sales were down 21.9% on last 
September.” added Chessell.

At the end of September, underlying 
annual like-for-like sales for the whole 
market were down 23.9% on the previous 12 
months, with total sales down 35.3%.

Trevor Watson, executive director, 
Davis Coffer Lyons, said “The recent 
EOTHO scheme, followed by the curfew 
and now the increasingly prevalent local 
lockdown restrictions, means there are 
clearly no significant conclusions to be 

drawn from short-term trading trends. The 
latest announcement that London is to join 
Manchester and enter Tier 2 is catastrophic. 
It is difficult to see how many restaurants and 
pubs in these city centre locations will be 
able to stay open. Neighbourhood areas will 
also suffer but not to the same extent. A ‘Tier 
3’ status with increased government support 
would be preferable for such businesses.

“It is up to every operator to be as nimble 
as possible and to pivot and re-engineer 
their business to protect their staff and 
maximise opportunity. There is certainly 
no one size fits all approach any more – if 
there ever was. The on-going support of 
reduced VAT rates on food and the rates 
holiday are the on-going good news stories 
for operators. The moratorium on lease 
forfeiture continues to offer protection for 
now but is likely to be storing up bigger 
problems when it is eventually lifted as 
arrears continue to mount.” 

Paul Newman, head of leisure and 
hospitality, RSM, said “These results lay bare 
the deepening fight for survival faced by 
operators as we head into winter in the midst 
of tightening coronavirus restrictions and the 
tapering of government support. In looking 
for some positives from the list of recent 
restructurings across the eating and drinking-
out market, the reduction in supply is leading 
to better rent deals and landlord packages 
for those who are able to stay open. There 
is undoubtedly more pain to come but those 
operators in the best position to emerge 
on the other side will be leaner and more 
agile, focussing on an acceleration in delivery 
(accounting for 10.4% of sales among 
restaurant groups in September, up from 
the pre-lockdown level of 5.9% in February), 
embracing technology and balancing health 
and atmosphere in their venues.”

Britain’s managed pub, restaurant and bar groups saw sales fall back 
significantly in September after August’s Eat Out To Help Out campaign 
boost and the introduction of the 10pm curfew at the end of the month, 
latest data from the Coffer Peach Business Tracker show.

COFFER
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SPONSORS & PARTNERS

HOSPA Annual  
Sponsors & Partners

HOSPA thanks the following companies for being Platinum Sponsors of HOSPA:

HOSPA Charity Partners

HOSPA Partners
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